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ABSTRACT
In this article, a cross-tooling method for automated model verification is presented using a reference
model. Furthermore, the method is implemented in teaching, using a web platform. The method bases on
Yücesan and Schruben (1992), demonstrating a procedure for the examination of a structural and behavioral
equivalence of two simulation models based on Simulation Graph models. However, Simulation Graph
models are subject to an event-oriented modeling world view. Since current simulation tools use a processoriented - easier to understand - modeling world view, a simple queuing model shows how transformation
from a process-oriented world view (Simio 2017, AnyLogic 2017) takes place in an event-oriented world
view (Simulation Graph models). A further step then checks the structural equivalence via an isomorphic
mapping on the resulting planar graphs.
1

INTRODUCTION

The University of Paderborn offers an introduction course in Modeling and Simulation for Material Flow
Systems. This course is aimed at undergraduate students at the Faculty of Economics and thus also at
students, with a major in business studies or business engineering, who have no or little knowledge of
programming. The course content includes the theory of modeling and concludes by completion of a
simulation study in production and logistics – this also requires the implementation of a computer model.
The task of the simulation study includes a fictitious description of a manufacturing system, a problem
definition and an objective. The choice of a simulation application, in which the computer model is
implemented, will be chosen by the students independently. We regularly observe that students who are
located in the business studies or business engineering can easily create an adequate concept model for
a given problem, but they are very unsure about the implementation of a simple computer model. As
a consequence, the lecturers’ hours are frequently visited by participants to discuss whether a computer
model is correct or whether a concept model has been correctly transformed into a computer model. The
problem space addressed here is shown in Figure 1. Since the simulation study is carried out on a fictitious
manufacturing system, the methods for verification & validation described in the literature are not applicable
so that students can not compare their model results (for example from a control calculation) with a real
system, see e.g. Balci (1998), Knaak et al. (2005), Rabe et al. (2008). A possibility with the existing data
to check whether a concept model has been correctly transformed into a computer model can be done by a
comparison with a sample solution or a reference model. However, a manual verification is time-consuming
because the structure, all functions, and all other attributes of both models must be compared. This fact
led us to the question of how an automated approach for model verification must be built up and which
prerequisites must apply in order to create a method that can be used for teaching. Our contribution in
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Figure 1: Process of Modeling.
this paper is a method that is capable of comparing two computer models and make a statement whether
both models model the same manufacturing system. Since the students use different simulation tools, the
method must also be able to compare models from two different simulation tools.
2

RELATED WORK

An explicit check on equality of two simulation models is described in the literature as equivalence of
models and is associated with abstraction techniques for simulation models. In this context, it is checked
whether an abstracted model calculates still the same or similar results as before its abstraction, see e.g.
Sevinc (1991), Zeigler et al. (2000), Johnson et al. (2005). Overstreet (1982) differentiates two different
equivalences: An equivalence of the structure (or structural equivalence) and an external equivalence.
Accordingly, there is a structural equivalence when the sets A and B, by which two models are described,
are identical. External equivalence exists if the inputs U and the calculated outputs Y are identical for two
models. Sargent (1988) provides another definition. He considers the values of the state variables calculated
by the events (Se1 , Se2 , ..., Sen ) and the discrete time steps at which the events occur (Te1 , Te2 , ..., Ten ). If
the values and the time steps are identical for both models, there is a behavioral equivalence according to
Sargent. Another definition in Systems Science gives Klir (1991) for systems in general with
“A homomorphic relation (or homomorphism) between two systems is contingent upon a
function from relevant entities of one system (the original) onto the corresponding entities
of the other system (the modeling system) under which the relation among the entities is
preserved. If the function, which is called a homomorphic junction, is bijective, the relation
is preserved completely (we say that the two systems are isomorphic);”
Zeigler et al. (2000) differentiates between five different Level of morphism. Form level 0 (Observation
frame) where the inputs, outputs and time bases of two systems (or models) can be put into correspondence,
to level 4 (Coupled component) where components of the systems can be placed into correspondence so
that corresponding components are equal. However, Yücesan and Schruben (1992) have demonstrated how
behavioral equivalence can be determined using Simulation Graph models. They examine the structure
of two Simulation Graph models through an isomorphic mapping between two models. If an isomorphic
mapping exists, then the models are structurally equivalent. In a next step, they prove that structural
equivalence also implies behavior equivalence. The proof is made by contraposition. This proof puts
us in a position to compare two models structurally and to make a decision about whether both models
have the same output (behavior equivalence), without executing the models. Apart from these theoretical
treatments, there is no other literature demonstrating a practical application. Also Simulation Graph models
are subject to an event-oriented modeling world view. However, current simulation tools use a processoriented modeling world view, and there is no literature demonstrating an algorithm to transform from one
world view to another world view. Closing this knowledge gap, we present a method with an application for
the verification of simulation models, based on Yücesan and Schruben (1992), in order to use in teaching.
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Therefore, we will introduce the modeling technique of the Simulation Graph models next. The method is
extended so that models of current simulation applications can be analyzed and, in addition, a comparison
of models from different simulation tools becomes possible.
2.1 Simulation Graph Models
Simulation Graph models are a mathematical form of Event Graph models, therefore we will introduce
this modeling technique first. In Event Graphs, simulation models are represented using directed graphs,
see Figure 2 (Schruben 1983). Events are represented by nodes. Each node has its own state variables
and is associated with a set of state changes that occur in its own variables as soon as a node is activated.
Event Graphs focus on the individual events in a system to be modeled. Entities, for example a discrete
material flow, are only implicitly presented for this reason. Relations between events are represented by
directed edges between two nodes. Edges can have logical and temporal expressions. A logical expression
(i) determines the conditions that must be met for an edge to be passed. A temporal expression t describes
how much time passes when an edge is passed. The illustrated event graph can be interpreted as follows:
t
A

(i)
R

B

Figure 2: Structure of an Event Graph Model.
“Whenever an event A occurs and the condition (i) is satisfied, the event B is scheduled in t time units”.
In literature, Event Graphs are used in different variations to create event-discrete simulation models (see
e.g. Law and Kelton 2000, Sargent 1988, Schruben 1991). Schruben describes Simulation Graph models
as an explicitly mathematical form of Event Graphs and defines them as
S = (F, C, T, Γ, G).

(1)

The first four sets define the entities in a Simulation Graph model, see (1). These are represented
by F the event functions, C the conditions, T the time delays, and γ the execution priorities defined
as F = { fv : STAT ES → STAT ES | ∀v ∈ V (G)}, the set of event functions associated with vertex v.
C = {ce : STAT ES → {0, 1} | ∀e ∈ E(G)}, the set of edge conditions with a mapping from STAT ES to
0 = f alse if a condition is not satisfied, and 1 = true if a condition is heeded. T = {te : STAT ES →
R + | ∀e ∈ E(G)}, the set of edge delay times with a mapping from STAT ES to a nonnegative real number.
Γ = {γe : STAT ES → R + | ∀e ∈ E(G), the set of event execution priorities, where STAT ES is defined as
in Zeigler (1984). To conclude, G is a directed graph as ordered triple (V (G), E(G), ΨG ) and describes
the structure of a Simulation Graph model.
3

TRANSFORMATION

The challenge in transformation is that a model is translated from one modeling concept into another
modeling concept. Current simulation tools, e.g. AnyLogic (2017) and Simio (2017), describe models with
process blocks. A component in such a model is a complete process, e.g. A assembly cell which represents
a assembly process. This modeling concept is called a process-oriented world view (Law and Kelton 2000).
However, Simulation Graph models are using an event-oriented world view. A model component in such
a graph represents a single event, e.g. an “arrival of material on a assembly cell” (Page and Kreutzer
2005). A process usually consists of a large number of individual events, so the process “assembly” in
the event-oriented world view can be represented by the events “Arrival of material at assembly cell”,
“Processing start in assembly cell” and “Processing end in assembly cell”. However, this is only one of
many ways to describe a process with its inherent events. Information about the actual events aggregated
in a process is hidden in the event list of the respective simulation tools (at runtime). Since AnyLogic and
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Simio do not have the ability to analyze their event lists, this work has been used to manually determine
which events are hidden behind a process in a simulation tool, see Table 1. The table is structured as
follows: If a process type has a restriction regarding its resources, e.g. resources must exist in sufficient
quality and/ or quantity, it will be modeled with two types of events, see Work process. An event type for
the arrival, in which a resource is blocked and an event type for a departure, in which a resource is released
again. If a process type has a restriction on its capacity to hold entities, it is described with an event type
arrival, see Queue. The process types Source and Sink are always described with the event type arrival.
Table 1: Transformation of Elementary Process Types in Event Types.
Process type
Source
Sink
Queue
Work process/
Assembly

Behavior
generate entity
forward entity
take entity
destroy entity
take entity & swap in
swap out entity & forward entity
take entity
bind resource & schedule delay
unbind resource & forward entity

Event type
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Departure

Using this table, the new Simulation Graph model is created in three steps using Algorithm 1 in Figure
3. We are briefly explaining its functionality:
1. Initialization: From a source model, all process blocks are extracted and assigned to the set K.
All links from the source model are assigned to the set L. Then the sets S for Simulations Graph
model, F for event functions, C for constrains, T for time delays, Γ for execution priorities, E
for edges, V for vertexes, G for the directed graph, and Z for the state variables are declared and
initialized with the empty set, see lines 1 to 3 in Algorithm 1. After we separated the links and
process blocks into two different sets K and L, we are now able to process them one by one.
2. Vertexes & local properties: For each process block in set k ∈ K form the source model, the
corresponding events are created for each type defined in the switch-case statements, see lines 5 to
25. The local properties of the events are then formed and parameterized with the values from each
corresponding process block. Local properties are all properties which are in no direct relation to
a predecessor process block, e.g. in lines 7 to 11 the event type source contains one vertex v, one
state variable z, one looping edge e ← (v, v), one delay time te ← k.delay associated with the edge
e, and one event function fv = {z ← z + k.arrival} associated with the vertex v.
3. Edges & global properties: For each link l ∈ L from the source model, a directed edge is formed
in the Simulation Graph model to correctly transfer the model relations, see lines 25 to 26. After
all events (∀v ∈ V ) have been generated with the local properties and the directed edges have been
created, in a last step, all properties that are directly dependent on a predecessor process block are
set. Therefore we start with the second event vertex v2 ∈ V , to ensure that there is always one
predecessor vertex, see line 28. This relates all event functions, conditions, and time delays which
are set in dependence on a preceding process block, e.g. in lines 30 to 34 the event type service has
a event function fvk = {zk−1,S ← zk−1,S − 1} to increment one entity from his predecessor, when it
gets activated. Also there are two constraints; First to ensure enough (R > 0) resources c(vk−1 ,vk ) =
{zk,R > 0} before activating vertex v; And second to ensure enough entities to process (S > 0) in
the states variables of the predecessor vertex v, with c(vk+1 ,vk ) = {zk−1,S > 0}.
Algorithm 1 in Figure 3 is an example implementation for the simulation tool AnyLogic. The algorithm
follows the described three steps and can also be adapted for each further process-oriented simulation tool
using this approach. The algorithm builds a new Simulation Graph model from a source model. The process
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building blocks source, delay, assembler, service, queue, and sink (Process Modeling Library, AnyLogic
2017) are handled.
3.1 Example of a Transformation
To clarify the procedure, a simple queuing model is described that has been implemented with the tools
AnyLogic and Simio. Now both implementations will be transformed into separate Simulation Graph
models. The queuing model consists of a material arrival (x piece, an interval a), a waiting area (capacity y
pieces), and a service station that operates sequentially (resource 1, processing time s). A correct computer
model in the simulation tool Anylogic contains a source, a queue, a delay, and a sink process block as
shown in Figure 4. The model implemented in AnyLogic given the algorithm in Figure 3 as source model
generates the following Simulation Graph model SA with
GA (V ) = {A0 , A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 },

(2)

GA (E) = {E(A0 ,A1 ) , E(A1 ,A1 ) , E(A1 ,A2 ) , E(A2 ,A3 ) , E(A3 ,A4 ) , E(A4 ,A3 ) , E(A4 ,A5 ) },

(3)

ΨA = {(A0 , A1 ), (A1 , A1 ), (A1 , A2 ), (A2 , A3 ), (A3 , A4 ), (A4 , A3 ), (A4 , A5 )},

(4)

FA = { fA0 ; fA1 ; fA2 ; fA3 ; fA4 ; fA5 } = {
z1 ← z1 + x; z2 ← z2 + x, z1 ← z1 − x; z3 ← 0, z2 ← z2 − 1; z3 ← 1, z4 ← z4 + 1; z5 ← z5 + 1, z4 ← z4 − 1}, (5)
CA = {C(A1 ,A2 ) ;C(A2 ,A3 ) ;C(A4 ,A3 ) } = {z2 < y; z3 > 0; z2 > 0},

(6)

TA = {t(A1 ,A1 ) ;tA3 ,A4 } = {a, s},

(7)

ΓA = 0.
/

(8)

The sets (2), (3) and (4) are creating the directed graph and thus the structure of the Simulation Graph
model. The sets (5), (6), (7) and (8) are defining the behavior of the Simulation Graph model. In the
simulation tool Simio, an adequate model contains the process blocks source, server and sink, see figure
5. Due page restrictions, we have only described one algorithm for transforming a process-oriented model
into an event-oriented model for reasons of demonstrating the implementation. So, a adapted algorithm
for the simulation tool Simio should generate a Simulation Graph model SB with the following sets
GB (V ) = {B0 , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 },

(9)

GB (E) = {E(B0 ,B1 ) , E(B1 ,B1 ) , E(B1 ,B2 ) , E(B2 ,B3 ) , E(B3 ,B4 ) , E(B4 ,B3 ) , E(B4 ,B5 ) },

(10)

ΨB = {(B0 , B1 ), (B1 , B1 ), (B1 , B2 ), (B2 , B3 ), (B3 , B4 ), (B4 , B3 ), (B4 , B5 )},

(11)

FB = { fB0 ; fB1 ; fB2 ; fB3 ; fB4 ; fB5 } = {
z1 ← z1 + x; z2 ← z2 + x, z1 ← z1 − x; z3 ← 0, z2 ← z2 − 1; z3 ← 1, z4 ← z4 + 1; z5 ← z5 + 1, z4 ← z4 − 1}, (12)
CB = {C(B1 ,B2 ) ;C(B2 ,B3 ) ;C(B4 ,B3 ) } = {z2 < y; z3 > 0; z2 > 0},

(13)

TB = {t(B1 ,B1 ) ;t(B3 ,B4 ) } = {a, s},

(14)

ΓB = 0.
/

(15)

The sets (9), (10) and (11) are also shaping the directed graph and thus the structure of the Simulation
Graph model. The sets (12), (13), (14) and (15) are defining the behavior of the Simulation Graph model.
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Data: Source Model
Result: Simulation Graph Model S
K ← Process Blocks ⊆ Source Model;
L ← Links ⊆ Source Model;
S, F, C, T, Γ, E,V, G, Z ← 0;
/
for i ← 1 to |K| do
switch ki .type do
case Source do
V ← V ∪ {vi ← ki .Typ};
Z ← Z ∪ {zi,x←S ← 0};
E ← E ∪ {ei ← (vi , vi )};
T ← T ∪ {tei ← ki .delay};
F ← F ∪ { fvi } = {zi ← zi + ki .arrival};
case Service | Assembler | Delay do
V ← V ∪ {vi,x←1 ← ki .type} ∪ {vi,x←2 ← ki .type};
Z ← Z ∪ {zi,x←R ← 0} ∪ {zi,x←S ← 0};
E ← E ∪ {ei,x←1 ← (vi,1 , vi,2 )};
E ← E ∪ {ei,x←2 ← (vi,2 , vi,1 )};
T ← T ∪ {tei,1 ← ki .delay};
zi,R ← ki .resources;
F ← F ∪ { fvi,1 } = {zi,R ← zi,R − 1};
F ← F ∪ { fvi,2 } = {zi,R ← zi,R + 1, zi,S ← zi,S + 1};
case Queue | Sink do
V ← V ∪ {vi ← ki .type};
Z ← Z ∪ {zi,x←R ← 0} ∪ {zi,x←S ← 0};
zi,R ← ki .capacity;
F ← F ∪ { fvi } = {zi,S ← zi,S + 1};
for j ← 1 to |L| do
E ← E ∪ {eh←|E|+1 ← (vx ←Source(l j ), vy ←Target(l j ))};
for k ← 2 to |V | do
switch vk do
case Service | Assembler | Delay do
F ← F ∪ { fvk } = {zk−1,S ← zk−1,S − 1};
C ← C ∪ {c(vk−1 ,vk ) } = {zk,R > 0};
C ← C ∪ {c(vk+1 ,vk ) } = {zk−1,S > 0};
k ← k+1
case Sink do
F ← F ∪ { fvk } = {zk−1,S ← zk−1,S − 1};
C ← C ∪ {c(vk−1 ,vk ) } = {zk,S < zk,R };
G ← (V, E);
S ← (F, C, T, Γ, G);
Figure 3: Algorithm 1 - Transformation in a Simulation Graph Model.
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Figure 4: Model A - Simple Queuing Model in AnyLogic.

Figure 5: Model B - Simple Queuing Model in Simio.
4

EQUIVALENT SIMULATION MODELS

Two Simulation Graph models SA = (FA , CA , TA , ΓA , GA ) and SB = (FB , CB , TB , ΓB , GB ) are isomorph
to each other SA ≈ SB , if there is a bijective mapping between SA and SB with (Yücesan and Schruben
1992)
Θ : V (GA ) → V (GB ),
Φ : E(GA ) → E(GB ),
Λ : FA → FB ,
Ω : CA → CB ,
χ : TA → TB ,
∆ : ΓA → ΓB .
The sets Θ, Φ, Λ, Ω, χ, ∆ form an isomorphism between the simulation graph models SA and SB (Bondy
and Murty 1976). The first two mappings Θ and Φ check a match in the structure between the vertexes and
edges of the graphs. Next, the remaining four sets will be explained in detail. The mapping Λ : FA → FB
checks for a match between the event functions, which are responsible for the calculation of all the system
states. For two event functions to be considered equivalent, their calculations must produce identical results.
In cases where a function has a stochastic component, the generated random numbers need not be identical,
but they must be subject to identical stochastic distributions. The mapping Ω : CA → CB checks for a match
between the conditions of two different models. The terms for the expressions and the binary operators
must not be identical for the conditions in the different simulation graph models. It is only important that
the conditions assume identical Boolean values as soon as an identical model state exists in two different
simulation graph models. The mapping χ : TA → TB checks for a match between the delay times. If the
delay times are deterministic, then they must be identical in the different models. If the delay times are
stochastic, then it must be ensured that they are subject to the same stochastic distributions, so that they can
be classified as equivalent. The mapping ∆ : ΓA → ΓB checks for a match between the execution priorities.
Since the execution priorities are not considered in this work, both sets are empty. In general, there
is currently no efficient algorithm known for checking isomorphism between two graphs (Deiser et al.
2016, S.95). However, a Simulation Graph model is a planar graph (Yücesan 1989), i.e., it can be drawn
on the plane in such a way that its edges intersect only at their endpoints. For the examination of an
isomorphism in planar graphs, different algorithms were presented in the literature. The implementation
presented here is based on our theoretical description, we made first. The graphs G of the Simulation Graph
models are first checked to determine whether they are planar and then to check whether an isomorphic
mapping exists between them. For this purpose, we use the method as described by Kukluk et al. (2004).
If the mapping Θ and Φ can be created, the function checkIsomorphism gives true as result. Then the sets
F , C , T and Γ are checked for a match. For this purpose, all assignments (←) and binary operations
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(+, −, <, =, >) are checked with regular expressions for string analysis whether they exist in the same
quantity in both sets. If this is the case, the equals function returns the Boolean value true as result.
After termination the Algorithm 2 in Figure 6 gives five boolean variables as result. Only if all variables
contain the value true the test for isomorphism for two Simulation Graph models is complete and successful.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data: Simulation Graph Model SA , Simulation Graph Model SB
Result: Boolean, Boolean, Boolean, Boolean, Boolean
iso, fn, constr, times, prio ← f alse;
iso ← checkIsomorphsim(G(SA ), G(SB ));
fn ← equals(F (SA ), F (SB ));
costr ← equals(C (SA ), C (SB ));
times ← equals(T (SA ), T (SB ));
prio ← equals(Γ(SA ), Γ(SB ));
return iso, fn, constr, times, prio
Figure 6: Algorithm 2 - Isomorphic Simulation Graph Models.

4.1 Example of an Isomorphism Test
After model A and model B have been transformed into separate Simulation Graph models SA and SB ,
it can be checked whether there is an isomorphism between both models with:
Θ : V (GA ) → V (GB ) = {Θ(A0 ) = B0 , Θ(A1 ) = B1 , Θ(A2 ) = B2 , Θ(A3 ) = B3 , Θ(A4 ) = B4 , Θ(A5 ) = B5 } (16)
Φ : E(GA ) → E(GB ) = {Φ((A0 , A1 )) = (B0 , B1 ), Φ((A1 , A1 )) = (B1 , B1 ), Φ((A1 , A2 )) = (B1 , B2 ),
Φ((A2 , A3 )) = (B2 , B3 ), Φ((A3 , A4 )) = (B3 , B4 ), Φ((A4 , A3 )) = (B4 , B3 ), Φ((A4 , A5 )) = (B4 , B5 )}

(17)

Λ : FA → FB = {Λ( fA0 ) = fB0 , Λ( fA1 ) = fB1 , Λ( fA2 ) = fB2 , Λ( fA3 ) = fB3 , Λ( fA4 ) = fB4 , Λ( fA5 ) = fB5 } (18)
Ω : CA → CB = {Ω(C(A1 ,A2 ) ) = C(B1 ,B2 ) , Ω(C(A2 ,A3 ) ) = C(B2 ,B3 ) , Ω(C(A4 ,A3 ) ) = C(B4 ,B3 ) }

(19)

χ : TA → TB = {χ(t(A1 ,A1 ) ) = t(B1 ,B1 ) , χ(t(A3 ,A4 ) ) = t(B3 ,B4 ) }

(20)

∆ : ΓA → ΓB = {∆(0)
/ = 0}
/

(21)

Therefore we try with Algorithm 2 in line 2 to assert the equation (16) and (17). Then in line 2
to 6, the algorithm is trying with regular expressions for string analysis to establish the equations (18),
(19), (20), and (21). When the algorithm terminates, only if all variables contain the value true the test
for isomorphism for two Simulation Graph models is successful. After an isomorphic mapping has been
identified between SA and SB , we assume that model A and model B are equivalent.
5

WEB PLATFORM

The method was implemented as an application and integrated into a web platform. The structure corresponds
to a classic SaaS (Software as a Service) architecture, as shown in Figure 7. Students can access different
tasks on the platform via a Web browser. Each of these tasks contain a description of a manufacturing
system, a problem position, an objective, and a reference model. The reference model is a sample solution,
but the student is not given access to it. The students are asked to implement a computer model for a task
and to save it after completion. Students themselves choose the simulation tool with which they implement
their model. A computer model stored in this way is uploaded for verification into the web platform and
read in with an XML parser. The model is transformed with an algorithm into a Simulation Graph model.
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Figure 7: Overview of Implementation.
With Algorithm 2, the model is checked together with a reference model from a database for an existence
of a isomorphic mapping between them. The algorithms are executed on client side using the programming
language JavaScript. Once an isomorphic mapping is identified (SA ≈ SB ), model A and model B are
assumed to be structurally equivalent. Since it is shown in Yücesan and Schruben (1992) that a structural
equivalence also implies a behavioral equivalence, it is assumed that Simulation Graph models identified
in this way, calculate the same results Y when they get same inputs Y – therefore a computer model is
correctly implemented for a given task.
6

CONCLUSION

In this article, a cross-tool-based method for automated model verification was presented using a reference
model. Furthermore, implementation took place in teaching, using a web platform. For this method,
we refer to the work of Yücesan and Schruben (1992) in which a procedure for the examination of a
structural and behavioral equivalence of two simulation models was demonstrated. It is based on Simulation
Graph models. However, Simulation Graph models are subject to an event-oriented modeling world view.
Since current simulation tools use a process-oriented modeling world view and process-oriented model
blocks are easier to understand for beginners, a simple queuing model shows how a transformation from a
process-oriented world view (Simio 2017, AnyLogic 2017) into an event-oriented world view (Simulation
Graph) can take place. As a further step, structural equivalence was tested via an isomorphic mapping to
the resulting planar graph. During the test, it is assumed that two simulation models (even if implemented
in different simulation tools) must have the same structure, functions, conditions, and time delays so that
they can be identified as (structure) equivalent. These conditions, which lead to a positive test result, make
the method very strict and inflexible. For this reason, there is currently still a need for further research in
order to allow identifying models that do not have the same structure (structure equivalence) but calculate
the same results (external equivalence).
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